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PRESENTATION
The Yanesha people belong to the Arawak family, which is the largest ethno–linguistic group in America and 

encompasses peoples settled in Brazil, Peru, Argentina, Bolivia, Paraguay, Venezuela, Colombia and the Caribbean. 

The Arawak family in Peru is one of the 13 ethno–linguistic families which make up our indigenous Amazonian 
population and, apart from the Yaneshas, includes the Asháninkas, Ashéninkas, Yines, Matsiguengas and Nomatsiguengas.

It is the second largest family in our country —after the Jíbaro–Jíbaros— and some estimates rate the population 
of the Arawak family in Peru at 50 000 people, of which the yaneshas represent some 6 000 to 8 000 individuals, 
distributed throughout the provinces of Puerto Inca (Huánuco), Chanchamayo (Junín) and Oxapampa (Pasco) in 
approximately 35 native communities.  Of these, the most well known are based around La Merced, San Luis de Shuaro, 
Sogorno, Oxapampa, Villa Rica, Palcazú and close to the Yanachaga – Chemillén national Park. 

The location of the yaneshas in the Peruvian Selva Central (central forested area) has led to both their glory and 
their vulnerability.  A zone with a rich biodiversity, from ancient times it has served as a meeting point and centre 
of interchange for the peoples of the Peruvian coast, highlands and forest; control of the area has therefore been of 
strategic importance throughout history. During the colonial period, a series of attempts to subjugate its inhabitants 
met with fierce resistance and culminated in the uprising led by Juan Santos Atahualpa in 1742, which closed off the 
Selva Central to European presence until the 19th century. This is the period of glory, represented by the defence of 
these peoples’ values, their resistance in the face of a much more powerful enemy and the affirmation of their identity 
through maintaining their patterns of existence and cosmogony.    

This state of affairs, however, was not to last indefinitely. For the Amazonian peoples, the republican era of history 
represents the period of greatest dispossession, loss of territories and threats to their very existence. It is paradoxical that 
the independence of our country should bring about slavery and ethnocide among the Amazonian peoples. In the case 
of the yaneshas, the establishment in 1890 of the Perené Colony —an English estate covering 5 000 square kilometres— 
constituted a primary ecological and social destabilizing factor owing to the transformation of crop–cultivation systems 



and the employment of Yánesha people as slave labour for the coffee and sugar–cane plantations. This led to the retreat 
of the yaneshas to the valleys of the rivers Pichis, Palcazú, Ene and Tambo, marking the beginning of their period of 
vulnerability.

The situation become still worse as the Peruvian forest came to acquire economic importance and was represented 
as a rugged, wild, exotic, rich and empty space. Under this concept of the forest, wooded areas were shared out and 
incentives given to colonists. First of all, foreign immigrants were encouraged, such as the Tyrolean, Rhenish and 
Bavarian people who settled in 1857 and 1868 in the area of Pozuzo; later on, Peruvian nationals arrived in great waves, 
leading to the progressive plundering of the traditional territories of the Yánesha people.  One of the largest of these 
invasions took place in the 1960s during the government of Fernando Belaúnde with the object of settling 500 000 
colonists within the framework of the Pichis – Palcazú Special Project.

Colonization represents a serious problem for the indigenous Amazonian peoples. Added to this are the narcotics 
trade, terrorism, hydrocarbon industries and the 1993 Constitution, in which the traditional territories were to lose 
their condition of inalienable, imprescriptible and exempt from seizure. This led to accelerated deforestation and sale of 
land with the subsequent loss of animal, plant and insect species and the uprooting and displacement of many yaneshas.

The yaneshas, as other indigenous Amazonian peoples, have managed to resist the ravages of time and the 
expansion of Peruvian society, not without considerable effort and on many occasions risking their very existence.  
Nevertheless, in this process of resistance and adaptation, many of their traditions and bodies of knowledge have been 
lost or are being attributed new meanings.  It is the women who constitute the mainstays of social articulation and play 
a key role in the revival of traditional knowledge.

For many years, CHIRAPAQ, Centre for Indigenous Cultures of Peru has been cooperating with indigenous 
organizations in the Selva Central to help them become aware of their rights and able to exercise them; to regain and 
strengthen their identities, and to develop productive initiatives that contribute to the improvement of their living 
conditions.

Initiatives such as propagating knowledge of the impact of climate change and the reassessment of indigenous 
methods of forest management, together with the recovery of timber species and germplasm of different types, have 
been at the centre of our activities with organizations such as FECONAYA.



Further to the efforts of the yanesha people to find means of developing independently, comes the initiative 
behind this publication: the recovery of bespan, or native cotton, improving its productivity and colour diversity, and 
consolidating the skills of the indigenous women in handling traditional dyeing techniques and applying ancient traditional 
designs.  The recuperation of their magical–religious content and the plants necessary for their implementation are also 
taken into account, and this is linked to an improvement in their knowledge of the forest.

CHIRAPAQ is proud to have participated in the recovery of native cotton for two reasons: the first is that, at 
world level, only Peru and Israel have coloured cotton varieties; the second is that this coloured cotton —which was 
crucial to the development of textiles in the ancient Peruvian coastal civilizations, such as Paracas and Nazca— are now 
found only in the Peruvian forest. The reason for this is that in coastal areas preference has been given to white–fibred 
varieties such as Tangüis and Pima, which are not native Peruvian varieties at all but are offered as such, and there are 
laws prohibiting the presence of coloured cotton in these areas for fear of ‘contamination’.

Cruel is the fate of our country, where that which is foreign is privileged while that which is inherent is relegated.  
In this case, the coloured varieties of cotton are of Peruvian origin, and the promotion of their recuperation, genetic 
improvement and preservation of their diversity is a declaration of identity and of admiration for the legacy of our 
ancestors.  This inheritance is threatened, misunderstood or confiscated, as is the case of the Yompor Yompere Shrine, 
the mythical place of origin of the Yánesha people and therefore their most holy place. It is located in Gramazú, 
Oxapampa on a privately – owned plot.  

The yaneshas, once one of the largest and strongest peoples in the Selva Central, are today the heirs to a rich 
cosmogony and wisdom which, unfortunately, is threatened and dispersed; their dedicated efforts to live their lives, 
conserve their territories, and find a way of developing as an indigenous people, still come up against obstacles in a 
society that was set up behind their backs.  All the same, with a smile and many dreams, especially on the part of the 
women and youth, we are being shown that our destiny is in our own hands, in our minds, and in our hearts; and that 
opportunities and goodwill on the part of the state are required so as not to continue walking the wrong roads. Rather, 
there is but one route possible which enables us to make up for lost time and to become a society which feels proud of 
its diversity and in which there is space for all its dreams and realities.

Tarcila Rivera Zea
President, CHIRAPAQ





KNOWLEDGE, ART AND INDIGENOUS WOMEN is a synthesis of the challenges faced by yanesha women and 
their experiences in recovering some of the identity of their people; at the present time, the yaneshas are losing 
an enormous legacy of knowledge and wisdom at an increasingly rapid rate. 

There are yanesha communities In Palcazú District, Oxapampa, Pasco, that are struggling to overcome 
adversities and to recover their identity and the memory of their people. They are organized as indigenous 
associations committed to fighting for the restoration of their traditional practices. 

In this advance against the tide, it is the women who have been the chief protagonists, heiresses and 
custodians of their culture who, with every sapling planted, every cotton variety recovered, every piece of fabric 
dyed, cut, sewn, pieced together and decorated, have been reinventing and restoring their identity.

 
The MUERELL Forestry, Farming and Ecotourism Association of the native community of Loma Linda and 

the ARANKOM Craftswomen’s Association of Santa Rosa de Chuchurras, prior to the initiative motivating this 
publication, were already in the process of recuperating coloured native cotton in parallel with the production and 
sale of handcrafts made from seeds and fibres.

At CHIRAPAQ, Centre for Indigenous Cultures of Peru, in an agreement with FECONAYA, the Federation of 
Native Yanesha Communities, and with the support of TEBTEBBA Indigenous Peoples’ International Centre for 
Policy, Research and Education and the TAMALPAIS association, we have been promoting actions favouring the 
strengthening of the productive skills and abilities of the craftswomen.

We started along this road in October 2012 with the MUERELL Forestry, Farming and Ecotourism Association 
of the Loma Linda native community, the ARANKOM Craftswomen’s Association of Santa Rosa de Chuchurras, 

WEAVING A DREAM 



“… Yes. We work, we make our earrings, 
necklaces, we prepare meals, we go out to sell 

our products on holidays; sometimes we sell 
and sometimes we don’t; but the important 

thing for us that we’re eager to learn, to 
acquire knowledge in order to improve ...’’

Sandra Flores Crispín
Member of ARANKOM 

Santa Rosa de Chuchurras

representatives of TOTANA, SHOMOCUARE, and SHEROCH 
of the Siete de Junio community, ARANKOM of the Azolis 
native community, and YENPUENTOUR of the Nueva Aldea 
native community. All of these associations and native 
communities belong to FECONAYA and are located in the 
district of Palcazú.

This implies the recovery of forest species which 
provide dyestuffs for handcrafts and setting up alliances 
with public and private institutions to place the handcrafts 
on local markets, promoting spaces for interchange and 
the strengthening of identity.

The recovery of this aspect of the yanesha identity 
meant that, in order to carry out the dyeing processes, 
the craftswomen had to research traditional legends, 



“For the past two years, those of us from Loma 
Linda have been rediscovering and rescuing our 
customs, language, traditional dress; and once a 
year we get together and do things the traditional 
way, sharing, dancing and remembering our 
ancestors ...’’

Valbina Miguel Toribio
President of MUERELL 
Loma Linda

knowledge and practices which were becoming lost. It 
also involved the recovery of information and delving into 
the yaneshas’ collective memory about native species of 
coloured cotton; in the conservation and use of these 
varieties, the memory of the people is preserved while 
emphasizing the key role of the woman as a dynamic 
participant in development, as a custodian of culture and 
as a nurturer of biodiversity.

Making a garment or an accessory also means 
producing a work of art.  It expresses an idea, an emotion, 
a value and a way of seeing the world that deserves to 
be shown; it represents a dream made reality for the 
yanesha woman.





Arankom
THE ORIGIN OF WEAVING

“Our grandfathers and grandmothers would tell us how at the beginning of time, 
when we used leaves and tree-bark for clothing, our grandfather Yato Yos, with infinite 
love, sent his daughter Yachor Palla, our Mother Moon, to show our ancestors how to 
plant cotton.  Another daughter of Yato Yos, called Santisapuecoya, had a servant whose 
job was to teach us to spin it and weave it. 

Our grandparents know her as our Sister Spider. 

Some say that our Sister Spider learned the art of spinning and weaving from her 
lover, a young man turned into a spider under a spell and who would teach her by night 
to spin baskets full of cotton which would then be used to waive beautiful shetamuets 
(tunics for men), cashemuets (tunics for women), oshaquets (rucksacks), ormets (bracelets) 
and other garments. Our Sister Spider was very industrious and learned how to make 
beautiful clothes, a skill she passed on to her entire family, our people.”

Lidia López
Craftswoman from Ñagazú



“… We hope this year there will be more production so 
we can share our seeds with our sisters from Azolis and 

the zone will have more and more cotton.  We’re also 
looking for black cotton as our grandmothers said this 

shade existed ...’’

Valbina Miguel
President of MUERELL

Loma Linda

Recovering identity
NATIVE COTTON VARIETIES
IN AMAZONIAN PERU

To recover and revalue native coloured cotton is to 
recover the cultural memory, the history of the Yanesha 
people; its cultivation and use mark magical–religious 
and socio–cultural relationships.

The yanesha people, from ancient times, have used 
bespan (‘cotton’ in the yanesha language) also known 
as local or native cotton, for making garments and / 
or accessories such as cushmas, puchacas and ormets.  
However, this use has decreased over the years owing to 
competition from synthetic products, which are cheaper, 
and the progressive deforestation of the land, which has 
affected the soil and climate.

“… Knowing the meaning of each one of the designs we 
draw makes us part of our people.  I tell myself ‘This is 

me’ and I feel proud to be Yánesha…”

Mariluidis Chapeta
Member of ARANKOM



Bespan has its origins in the arid areas of northern 
Peru and is an ancient variety of Gossypium barbadense 
which, as a result of historical trading between the 
Peruvian coastal and Amazonian regions, made its 
appearance in the tropical Amazonian forests.

In the native communities of Nueva Esperanza, 
Siete de Junio, Loma Linda and Azolis in Palcazú, 
Oxapampa, Pasco (native communities that protect 
the Oxapampa Asháninka–Yanesha Biosphere Reserve, 
which constitutes a very important conservation point 
owing to the presence of indigenous peoples and which 
was acknowledged as such by UNESCO on 2nd June, 2010) 
there exist more than eight shades of native cotton 
(brown, beige, cream, pink, green, blue, black, and 
chestnut).  These cotton varieties are now grown only on 
a small scale and their use is restricted to the family that 
cultivates them. 

The MUERELL association has planted 2 500 square 
metres with 150 native bespan plants producing seven 
shades of fibre.  Each plant represents the members’ hopes 
and dreams of recovering the traditional knowledge and 
techniques of their people.

The recovery of bespan encourages the members 
of MUERELL to look after each plant carefully and 
lovingly, weeding, pruning and fertilizing the soil.  The 
cotton plantation looks very well kept and production 
is expected to show a 25% increase over last year’s level.



CONSERVATION OF THE FOREST 
AND NATURAL DYEING

Reviving the partnership between indigenous 
people and nature means an harmonious coexistence 
and the preservation of wisdom with its intrinsic magic.

Many forest species that provide dyes are 
becoming harder and harder to find; the search for them 
may involve hours or even days of exploration deep into 
the forest. This has made us reflect on how the yaneshas 
of old times protected and looked after their forests.

ARANKOM and MUERELL have seed banks for 
medicinal plants close to the community, and these 
have been extended to include dyestuff species such as 
payón, palo pajarito, yetsñor, canilla del diablo, tacho, 
almendra, árbol estrella, cedar, clavo huasca, tornillo, 
cat’s claw, uvilla, annatto, turmeric, matico, barbasquillo 
and species used in handcrafts such as huayruro, chia 
chia, Pinto peanut, rubber and camona.  There are also 
unidentified species branded with the names of some 
synthetic dyestuffs because they yield dyes with similar 
hues, such as the case of the plant named ‘aniline’.

“… We now have a seed bank for dyestuff species, 
so we shan’t have to make a long walk to show our 

children our plants …”

Adriana Bautista Bautista
ARANKOM craftswoman

“…To obtain yetsñor plants, we had to make a three-
hour trek into the forest; the plant was always harder 

and harder to locate and there are few remaining 
examples.  We have it in our seed bank. “

Mauro Huancho Lazáro
Member of MUERELL



Each one of these plants was brought from 
the depths of the forest, several hours’ walk away, or 
obtained through exchange with other communities.  
There are 350 recovered dyestuff species.

The payón, a representative tree that provides 
brown and orange hues traditionally used by the yaneshas 
to dye their cushmas, and the yetsñor, a tree that 
provides the beautiful mauve and purple shades much 
prized by the craftswomen, are plants that are protected 
and conserved in each of the associations’ seed banks.

Procuring the magic of the colours of the bark, 
leaves or fruits of the trees, shrubs or lianas of the forest 
involves a body of handed-down knowledge borne by the 
wise women and specialists in dyeing techniques; this is 
why we made an appointment with an expert in dyeing 
and she shared her wisdom with the craftswomen.

Originally, the payón was the only plant used to 
dye cushmas, and the colour was deep brown. The dye 
was fixed with salt or lime or the cloth was soaked with 
rusty cans for several days. These techniques for fixing 
the colour were not effective and in general the garment 
could not be washed because the dye remained fugitive.  

Creativity and innovation have led nowadays to 
the craftswomen’s seeking and trying out new colorants 
and their tonality may vary according to the amount of 
plant used or the fixing agent.  





SPECIES YANESHA NAME COLOUR

Tornillo Moenar’ mech Brown

Cedar Werapach Light orange

Cat’s claw Toroñrexh Cream

Achiotillo Sorroyarech Pale yellow

Annatto Yetsap Orange

Palo pajarito Moell’ mech Blue–grey

Árbol estrella Shemñok’ tsemech Pale pink

Uvilla (seeds) Yonk’ llemech Pink

Almendra Poech’ ñemech Cream

Turmeric Yetspake Pale and deep yellow

Matico Korarnoch  Pale and deep green

Clavo Huasca ApexhKech Reddish

Tacho Tatserr’ mech Yellow or cream 

Barbasquillo Matspanmech Dark green

Palo pintura Yetsñor Violet

‘Aniline’ - Violet

Payón Payón Brown

Canilla del diablo - Green

Pichirina - Orange



“… We now know how to identify the plants that 
provide dyes.  It turned out to be really easy; we just 
have to rub the flower between our fingers and we’ll 

know whether or not the plant will produce a dye.  
Using fixing agents, too; I didn’t know anything about 

that before ...’’

Maribel Castañeda Sebastián
Member of ARANKOM

GIVING DESIGN AND 
SHAPE TO THE DREAMS

To give shape to fabrics is to give them life; the 
transformation provides them with an additional value 
enabling them to be appreciated in all their splendour.  
For the craftswomen, the conversion of fabrics into 
garments and / or accessories with an added aesthetic 
value also represents the possibility of generating or 
enhancing family income.

Every skirt, handbag, rucksack, jacket, headband, 
puchaca, cushion and cushma has a special way of being 
made and reflects the taste of the craftswomen who 
brought models and garments to be reproduced, making 
them attractive for the market. Discovering how to 
make patterns, cutting out and sewing together, they all 
learned how to produce hand-made garments.

In each cut, stitch and seam, their dreams would 
take shape. 

 “… I look at my clothing and see the devotion I put 
into making it. I remember the needle pricks and I just 

can’t believe it was my own creation; it looks great 
with its design ...’’

Isaura Santiago López
Member of MUERELL



Huamprat, oñet, acllaren, ahuanmaña, achaque’t, 
amachencat, amorpetsot, pena’rren, poctat, pomaret, 
tsapotat and taquet were some of the yanesha designs 
that complemented and decorated the garments and 
accessories.  Each one of them was produced with special 
care, and not just copied for the sake of copying.

The craftswomen of middle age or younger, who 
had been losing this legacy, have started to recover 
knowledge of the magic, meaning and use of each design 
with help from the wise women familiar with them.

Every stroke of the tamshi —the yanesha 
paintbrush— would also depicted experiences, 
landscapes, animals and plants of the zone, this being a 
manifestation or expression of their feeling, their way of 
seeing the worlds and their relationship with nature. 

“… I drew the bullet ant – an ant that lives in the forest; I 
painted her on my bag because she’s a really hard worker...’’

Juana Ramos Espinoza
Member of TOTANA



 The huamprat and oñet are basic yanesha 
designs. The huamprat symbolizes the jaguar and oñet 
signifies water in movement.  In the yanesha culture they 
refer to two spaces which are at the same time opposite 
and complementary: the jaguar is the magic feline in the 
yanesha shamanic cult - an animal that is terrestrial, from 
the forest, associated with thunder and storms, a source 
of power, and an inspiring spirit; the water is related to 
the pathway, the rain, the river, the rainbow, and the 
mortal serpent.  

Making the Yanesha culture visible was and is part 
of its recovery and rediscovery; in March, the yanesha 
craftswomen displayed their textile creations based on 
traditional knowledge at the First Yánesha Exhibition 
and Fair.

As the arts are the universal expression of peoples, 
each one represents a characteristic and a specific item 
of knowledge with which to encourage interchange and 
fraternal ties among the craftswomen, thus contributing 
to the strengthening of a collective identity. This how 
our sisters of ARANKOM and MUERELL came to exchange 
knowledge, techniques and dyeing secrets with the 
women from Tsachopen.

A further priority of ours was to improve the 
incomes of the yanesha craftswomen. A district fair 
was promoted where, for the first time, the creation of 
Amazonian textiles and skills of the women were put on 
show before a varied public.



“… I came to Tsachopen to learn, to see how and what 
they sell, and how they make their handcrafts.  What I 
learned is that they’re friendly people and they always 
explain the details of how they crafted their products; 
they’re not secretive, and one day we’ll be like them ...’’

Josefa Soto Chávez
Santa Rosa de Chuchurras

“...They also asked us why, as we made such attractive 
articles, we hadn’t shown them before ...’’

Elizabeth Machari Ballesteros
YERPUENTOUR

“… When people saw our bags, they wanted to know what 
plants we’d used for the dyes.  They wanted to buy all the 
samples we’d brought ...’’

Marilú Machari
YERPUENTOUR





THE CHALLENGES
“We women never participate; it’s always only the men. I was very nervous when I presented our 

proposal; the engineers say it’s really good and we’re now in second place on the priority list for the 
sector’s proposals. We are to have a further meeting and I hope we’ll be victorious. I’m talking to our 

sisters in other associations and sectors so they’ll give their support to our project.’’

Mariluidis Chapeta
Member of ARANKOM

Opening the market, and forging alliances with the local government to provide support for the craftswomen 
needs the leadership and negotiation skills that were developed among the women leaders of the ARANKOM and 
MUERELL associations. 

The yanesha women leaders talked to the local government so that their initiatives might be taken into 
account within its projects and budgets; and so that the yanesha culture be made visible and reappraised within 
the district in addition to requesting support in entering the local market.

In this process, the organized yanesha women presented themselves for the first time at a district-level space 
for citizens’ participation —the Palcazú District’s participatory budget for 2014— and delivered their proposal for 
development made by and for the local yanesha women.

The chance to begin, share, learn, laugh, and become stronger, to join in building a dream and to leave a mark, are all 
part of the process of making peoples visible and, especially, of strengthening the indigenous women so they might grow, 
advance and become firmly established. 

The foundation has been laid, the first step taken. There must now be continuity and sustainability, and this is where 
the commitment of the associations lies.  

The preservation of the memory of a people is in their hands – in our hands.








